WASHING YOUR LAUNDRY
STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS

1. LOAD MACHINE
   Load clothes loosely and securely close the door
   * Only load machine to half full for front load or to the top of the agitator for top load

2. ADD DETERGENT
   Open dispenser and add no more than 1/4 cup of he liquid detergent
   OR
   Add one pod to the wash tub

3. SELECT SETTINGS
   Select your desired cycle
   * For additional details on the cycle settings scan the QR Code below

4. MAKE PAYMENT
   Use your Mobile ACT Card OR Physical ACT Card

5. START MACHINE
   Push the START button to begin washing

BEST PRACTICES

- Leave the washer door open after each use to help the drum dry quickly.
- Remove your clothes promptly so others can use the machine.
- Using powder detergent can lead to damaged clothes and equipment.
- If using a pod, use one per load. Never place the pod in the soap tray.

DOING THE FOLLOWING
WILL DESTROY CLOTHES OR EQUIPMENT

- OVERLOADING MACHINES
- WASHING RUGS OR BATH MATS
- SITTING ON MACHINES
- USING POWDER DETERGENT

ONLY USE HIGH-EFFICIENCY DETERGENT

Scan the QR Code for videos and additional information.